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Hi Everyone

News
Aaagh, Rain at Last
st

Finally on May 1 the rain came and over 48hrs, L50K received nearly as much rain as in the previous 4.5 months
(23 mm compared to 25 mm). We were hand watering until two days before, not quite trusting the weather forecast
as several had previously provided the lowest end of the range predicted, receiving just a sprinkle rather than a
good soak. Follow up rain a week later really settled the dust, saturated the ground and half-filled the main tank.
Which a few weeks later sprung a leak at the bottom seam and completely emptied. Oh well.
And just to put things into another context the 23 mm that fell was just under 3,700 tonnes of water falling onto the
property. And as we must do, putting that into the sporting context an Olympic swimming pool holds 2,500 tonnes
of water (and about 750kg of humans during a race). For the month of May, 18,750 tonnes of water fell onto L50K
which equates to an above average rainfall of 117 mm. And June came in at an above average 14,560 tonnes (91
mm). Annual average is 80,000 tonnes of rainfall (500 mm).
And I’d been taking over about 200 kg a time in the U Beaut Ute; probably about 15-20 tonnes for the summer dry;
no wonder if feels a little futile at times (but kept many seedlings alive). Plant losses for last season’s plant out were
about 30-35% (300 or so seedlings lost) and even lost several from the season before. But overall the place is
greening
up
as
the
time
lapse
photos
show
(for
another
peek
see
http://www.timelapseadelaide.com/?page_id=1462)
And last minute news. A second time-lapse camera has been installed by Nick to record the growth at his and
Jamie’s plot, which we call Over Yonder coz that’s where it is, over the next ten years. Will be on-line soon.

History Festival Open Days – May
The annual open days were again enjoyable, the people coming along engaged and curious about the project.
Some travelled from the Barossa Valley and Burra to be there. The casual conversations cause me to ponder on
the project and how it may develop, all good.

One of Keryn Walshe’s archaeological talks

Paintyappendi Pure Contemplation, Feeling Stone Flinders Medical Centre - Relocation
Part of a public artwork Karl Telfer and I had at the Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer had to be decommissioned to make way for an elevated walkway to connect the Flinders campus to the now under construction
Flinders rail link. Alternative locations at Flinders Medical Centre were investigated for the stone but to no avail. So
it was agreed by all parties that the stone be relocated to L50K for the time being. Whether the stone finds a future
public space role or stays at L50K, only time will tell.

At Flinders

At L50K

Treading Lightly
The second screening at the Mercury also sold out and Nick has now entered the documentary into various film
festivals; some rejections, other outcomes still awaited.
After costs, proceeds for the screenings have been donated to L50K for plant purchase and care this year to offset
carbon emissions for those attending the screenings. Nick handed over a whopping $1060 making him and Jamie
the largest private benefactors of the project. This is very generous as they have made nothing at all for their
endeavour in making the documentary. And much appreciated by me and no doubt my grandchildren and their
contemporaries when sitting under a shady tree looking at a grass tree in 2040.

Happy Birthday Lizzie
Over the June long weekend there was a flurry of activity at L50K, there were twenty two people on site on
Saturday. One group was Nick and friends who planted out and mulched the bulk of the seedlings provided through
his donation. They then camped over, enjoying a BBQ and campfire in the evening cool.

Last planting as the day faded

The other group was from the Aldinga Arts Eco Village which included L50K in their annual olive harvest to top up
the poor village crop this season. There are about a dozen former ferals at L50K gradually been pruned back in to
amenity and production trees. Oil production was low (10% yield) because of the summer dry but I now have L50K
olive oil to go with the L50K honey, yummy.

Happy harvesters

No mutiny over this bounty

Bewdy
This planting season, the fourth, brings to an end the structural plant out with about 4,000 seedlings in the ground.
I’m certainly not going to do a census but let’s estimate or hope that about 3,000 are still with us. From now on
there will be a gradual diminution of corflute as the little green puff balls grow. Might be time to watch how things
progress overall for a season or so before more planting, we’ll see, maybe I’m just low on plant maintenance
energy at the moment.

Not so Bewdy
Did you know that the corflute tree guards are generally not recycled and end up as landfill? That’s 100s of
thousands if not millions to landfill or incineration. All my initial enquiries to authorities gave that advice until finally
one led to one company at Wingfield which will take them. This is a failure of governance that a structure is not in
place for their recycling with clear advice at purchase where they can go for recycling. Corflute only lasts two plant
outs at best, the mouths split and they start to break down. That’s a bit of a downer for the whole revegetation
movement. If you have other info, please let me know.

Other Stuff
Visitors – City of Onkaparinga
Since the start of the project I have worked productively with City of Onkaparinga staff regarding land management
of the two adjoining road reserves and some issues further afield. This has worked well and progress made on
several matters. Two ‘big ticket’ expenditure items are now on the horizon, the Pethick Road swamp crossing
upgrade and the bitumen sealing of Branson Road. Once design and costing is complete, these capital works
projects have to compete with all others to make the annual funding cut, a decision made by elected members.
I have now stepped forward and made myself and the L50K project known to members of elected Council. The
Mayor, Erin Thompson, my ward Councillor Wayne Olsen and another Councillor, Richard Peat have now visited
on separate occasions for a ‘walk and talk’. Again these were productive and broad ranging in terms of managing
cultural landscapes, particularly bi-cultural. Who knows exactly what will evolve but the capital works projects will
get a fair consideration at the budget table.
Also visiting from Council were Paul Harding and his fellow Landscape Architects. This came about in terms of
looking at how L50K may be involved in the Institute of Landscape Architects’ Reconciliation Action Plan. Early
days but there were a few thoughts between us that will be progressed through the Institute. Paul has been
involved with L50K since its inception as one of the Peer Reference Group that I bounce ideas off. We have had
many a discussion on landscape design and management.
What’s in a Name?
I’ve mentioned before that Kanyanyapilla has four potential meanings depending on how it is deconstructed
linguistically (Chester Schultz, 2013):
1. kanya-[ka]nyapp[a] ‘earth oven’ REDUPLICATIVE + -illa LOCATIVE: ‘place of many earth ovens’.
2. kanyanya ‘crowd, multitude, heap’ + pilla DUAL: ‘two crowds or heaps’.
Both of these derivations might suggest that the site was a well-used camping place.
3. kanya ‘rock’ + [ka]nya REDUPLICATIVE + pilla DUAL: ‘two lots of rocks’.
4. kanyanya ‘crowd, multitude, heap’ + pilla ‘eagle’: ‘a multitude of eagles’.

The two favourites are ‘place of many earth ovens’ (we have the archaeological evidence for this) and ‘a multitude
of eagles’. Wedge-tail eagles have now been sighted six times over the four years, three times over the last month
or so, but we’ll obviously never know how many we’ve missed!! One was when Karl Telfer, Senior Custodian, was
th
speaking at the History Festival and several days later (Friday 10 May) I finally managed to get one on camera,
this time being harassed by a Maggie.

A welcome sight, the Eagle not the Maggie
And with the relocation of the Contemplation Stone, along with other smaller stones, we now have ‘two lots of
rocks’. Not a subversion of inherent meaning, just a nice coincidence.
The Shelter Shed
It is with relief and satisfaction that the Shelter Shed has pretty well reached practical completion, a term for nearly
there but always something still to finish. Been a bit long winded and took two years longer than initially hoped but
as a major ‘capital improvement’ for L50K it deserved attention to location, design and function (and land
management has always taken priority over building).
The multi-purpose shed (aren’t all sheds multi-purpose) provides a number of facilities; a gathering/hang out space
with kitchen, combustion heater, solar power for fridge and lights, work desk, BBQ, composting toilet etc. and a
work/storage space for machines, equipment and materials etc. The latter space can also be utilised as a meeting
space in inclement weather, the machines can stand in the rain, boiling sun or howling wind rather than people.
And the roof provides for water collection with about 10,000 litres of tank storage at the moment (well should have).
The site, one of the flattest available, is on the northern boundary with easy access from the Branson Track. Whilst
nearly 100 s.m. to serve the functions expected of it, the shed’s visual presence will be minimal once the
surrounding trees and shrubs mature. The floor is concrete, the structural frame is Native Pine (Callitris) posts with
steel beams and timber infill framing. Cladding is corrugated galvanised iron and cedar boards. The building was
an exercise in using second hand materials where possible and my thanks to those who donated bibs and bobs.
And thanks to those who assisted construction, in particular:
. Susan for concrete screeding, ‘holding things’ when three arms are required and tall ladders to stop me falling off
. Ched, Steve and Tim for roof and wall cladding
. Ian for electrical wiring
Here’s how it looks at the moment on a winter’s day.

And here’s a few piccies of progress:

The site, Dec. 2015

First concrete pour, July 2017

First roof sheeting, Feb. 2018 (Gavin on roof)

Final roof sheeting, April 2019…

Dolomite pad, Jan. 2016 (took a long time to get water in the tank)

Final concrete pour Dec, 2017 (Susan with trowel)

First half over half done, March, 2018 (Steve on roof)

Nearly there, April 2019 (Ched, Tim and Callitris)

Some of the little features are a wine barrel stave seating area between the tanks, a contemplative Callitris cobble
half-wall for the toilet and convex lead light windows on the verandah. The cobbles are the offcuts from the
structural posts; waste not want not, and quite visually appealing. The windows once belonged to Fr Ted Kennedy,
a distant relative and parish priest at Redfern 1971-2002. They were entrusted to me by another relative Margie,
his niece, in Sydney (we all share apical ancestors back in County Clare 3-4 generations ago). Fr Ted was
salvaging materials to build a retirement shack but ended up buying a ready-made. However, these windows were
too good to let go of. After his death in 2005 the windows sat in Margie’s shed for over a decade and when visiting
in 2017, by chance with an empty ute, they found a new home 1400 kms away. Thanks Margie. Cheers Ted.

Wine barrel seating

Fr. Ted’s windows

Callitris cobbles

Happening in the Hood
The vintage is well and truly over, short and sharp I believe because of the dry and the heat. The sheep have
returned for their winter vineyard grazing, which is becoming more prevalent in the district, and the pruning
machines and people have been out again for their annual ritual.
Not much else.
But thinking of vintage, I mentioned somewhere that Fox Creek have a recharge station for electric vehicles. Just to
clarify it is for Tesla vehicles only; there is an all-purpose recharge station at the McLaren Vale Visitor Centre.

History Snippet
Carried over until next time; more than a snippet and it is about Uncle Bill (Colonel William Light, founding
Surveyor-General).
Cheers

Gavin
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